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ABSTRACT
The alarming growth of the power consumption of data cen-
ters coupled with low average utilization of servers suggests
the use of power management strategies. Such actions how-
ever require the understanding of the effects of the power
management actions on the performance of data center ap-
plications running on managed platforms. The goal of our
research is to accurately estimate power savings and con-
sequent performance degradation from DVFS and thereby
better guide the optimization of a performance/power met-
ric of a platform. Towards that end, this paper presents
precise performance and power models for DVFS strate-
gies. Precise models are attained by better modeling the
performance behavior of modern out-of-order processors, by
taking into account, for instance, the effects of cache miss
overlapping. Models are validated using benchmarks from
the SPEC CPU2006 suite, which show that the observed
degradation always falls within the predicted bounds. Also,
the upper bound degradation estimates were up to 43% less
than those due to a linear degradation model which allows
for the aggressive use of DVFS.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growth in power consumption of modern data centers
has been well documented. While different power manage-
ment mechanisms are available to reduce power consumption
in times of low utilization, their aggressive use is difficult be-
cause their effect on application performance is not well un-
derstood. Consider a typical data center where the average
CPU utilization is around 20-30%[2]. Utilization is low in
part because data center operators are conservative about
provisioning for peak activity and in light of the business
risks associated with violations of SLAs. To address these
issues, we must better understand the effects of active power
management on application performance, e.g., of power scal-
ing of otherwise underutilized machines [8]. Stated more
precisely, if we can bound the degradation of application
performance, active power management can be done so as
to continue to meet the SLAs of applications. Our research
seeks to provide such bounds for modern processors and rep-
resentative data center applications.

Under low CPU utilization, multiple processor power man-
agement actions can be taken on a platform running some
workload. Unfortunately it may not be clear which action
optimizes the platform’s performance/power ratio. Con-
sider, for simplicity, a single-threaded application running
on a CPU of an SMP machine as shown in Figure 1a. If the

Figure 1: Methods for Power Management

CPU utilization is low, there is an opportunity for processor
power management on that particular CPU. Of the multiple
ways of saving power, the first and popular method, shown
in Figure 1b, could be to scale down the frequency and volt-
age of the CPU proportional to the CPU utilization. This
essentially ’stretches’ the execution time of the processes
and saves power by running at a lower performance state.
A second method, shown in Figure 1c, could be to run the
application at the highest power state during its CPU-bound
part. This maximizes the idle time available for the CPU to
switch to a power saving deep idle state. A third method,
represented in Figure 1d, could be to migrate the applica-
tion to another CPU/package which is almost completely
utilized and free the current CPU/package completely so
that it can be put in to a deep idle state. Addressing the
question – which of these strategies to use – our approach
consists of the following steps:

1. To fully understand the reasons for performance degra-
dation in each scenario as well as the potential energy
savings and quantify them.

2. To arrive at the optimal decision by optimizing a met-
ric based on performance/power using data obtained
from the previous steps.

There has been significant past work on exploiting power
savings 0 while minimizing performance degradation. As
observed by [9, 4], DVFS has little effect on performance
for a highly memory-bound application that spends a sig-
nificant amount of time waiting on DRAM accesses. When
using an aggressive idle power management, apart from the
predictable degradation due to transition time, transitioning



to a deep idle state might show unexpected degradation of
performance due to loss of cache contents since deeper idle
states save power by flushing and then turning off cache lev-
els progressively. The performance degradation then, would
be dependent on the cache-resident working set size of the
application [1], so a strategy purely based on the transition
times would not yield accurate results. Srinivasan, et al [10]
point out that, when consolidating tasks on to a smaller
number of CPUs, it is also important to migrate timer-
handling and interrupt-handling responsibilities to fully reap
the benefits of consolidation.

Using the insights reported above, our research is developing
a model that provides quantitative estimates of the perfor-
mance degradation associated with the methods for power
savings reviewed above. Our first step in this research con-
siders DVFS, providing upper bounds on degradation that
can then be used to guarantee operation within the limits of
application SLAs. Technical contributions include the abil-
ity to calculate bounds on degradation for modern out-of-
order processors, in contrast to prior work by Choi, et al [4]
who use on/off-chip execution time ratios to drive DVFS
policies in the embedded space. In addition:

1. We accurately estimate the bounds on potential per-
formance degradation from DVFS, using a performance
model that incorporates the significant effects of out-
of-order execution, a standard feature on modern pro-
cessors. We find that ignoring these effects could cause
prediction errors of up to 20%.

2. We evaluate our model using benchmarks from the
SPEC CPU2006 suite and show that the observed degra-
dation falls within the calculated bounds. We also
show that our method decreases the upper bound pre-
dicted value by up to 43% as compared to linear degra-
dation models.

3. We model potential power savings by actual power
measurements, accounting for the effects of processor
topology. This information along with the predicted
performance degradation makes it possible to compute
a performance/power metric that can then be used
as a basis for comparing different power management
strategies.

2. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

2.1 Performance Degradation
The performance degradation dS of an application due to

some power management strategy S is defined as:

dS =
tS − t0
t0

(1)

Where, tS is the total execution time with strategy S and
t0 is the total execution time when running at maximum
performance. The remainder of this paper differentiates ob-
served quantities from others, using the bar as in Ū to indi-
cate observed (i.e., not calculated) for clarity.

2.2 Tonchip and Toffchip

The CPU utilization of an application consists of: (i) in-
structions that execute on the CPU or memory instructions

that hit in any of the cache levels up to the last level on-
chip cache(LLOC), termed Tonchip; (ii) the other fraction
of CPU utilization that consists of memory accesses that
hit in cache levels lower than the LLOC or progress to the
DRAM, termed as Toffchip . This makes it clear that the
Tonchip fraction is precisely the part of the CPU utilization
that is affected directly by degradation due to DVFS. Thus
for an application s,

Tonchip(s) = tCPU +

NLLOCX
i=1

tLi (2)

Toffchip(s) =

NLLCX
i=NLLOC+1

tLi + tMEM (3)

Ū(s) = Tonchip(s) + Toffchip(s) (4)

Where Ū(s) the observed CPU utilization and tCPU , tMEM

and tLi are the times per second spent executing on the
CPU, waiting for memory accesses to complete and the hit-
ting in cache level Li respectively and NLLOC and NLLC are
the levels of the last-level on-chip cache and last-level cache.
Since these terms cannot directly be measured on most plat-
forms we must estimate Tonchip and Toffchip . Consider, for
example, a memory configuration with L1 and L2 on-chip
caches. In this case, the value of Tonchip will depend on the
distributions of the times spent executing on the CPU, hit-
ting in L1 and L2 caches respectively. These values cannot
be derived from directly observable performance events like
cache misses because there exists considerable parallelism in
the servicing of misses. For example, the time taken to ser-
vice N L1 misses can vary significantly depending on the de-
gree of overlap of the misses. Therefore these effects clearly
cannot be ignored.

3. PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION
The performance degradation of an application can be ac-

curately predicted if the Tonchip and Toffchip of the applica-
tion are known. To empirically derive this relation we profile
the machine with a synthetic benchmark. The benchmark
models a throughput-based application for which the Tonchip

and Toffchip can be set. By making multiple runs with differ-
ent values of Tonchip and Toffchip we measure the performance
degradation experienced when changing the frequency of the
CPU from f0 to f, (f ≤ f0). From this empirical data we
derive the expression for percentage degradation d in terms
of Tonchip and Toffchip where d:

d = αf0,fTonchip + βf0,fToffchip (5)

As expected, αf0 ,f ≈ f0/f − 1 and βf0 ,f ≈ 0 which means
that the linear degradation affects only the on-chip execu-
tion. The Tonchip and Toffchip values for an application can
be quite difficult to determine since most processors do not
allow the required quantities to be directly measured using
performance counters. However almost all processors sup-
port the measurement of (i) the total number of instructions
completed and (ii) the cache misses experienced at different
levels of the cache. We use these facts as explained next.

3.1 Using LLOC misses
To estimate Toffchip of an application s, consider that the

sole cause of LLOC misses is the off-chip execution. There-
fore, there is a strong correlation between the number of



Benchmark Tonchip Toffchip Residency1 Overlap2

sLLOC+1 0 1.0 LLOC + 1 Maximal
sDRAM 0 1.0 DRAM No
speak 1.0 0.0 CPU/L1 Maximal
sLLOC 1.0 0.0 LLOC No

Table 1: Synthetic benchmarks for boundary cases

LLOC misses and Toffchip :

x̄LLOC = x(s)Toffchip(s) (6)

where, x̄LLOC is the number of data LLOC misses and x(s)
denotes the number of LLOC misses per second that would
have been seen for application s had Toffchip(s) = 1. To cal-
culate Toffchip(s) we obtain an estimate for x(s) using bounds
obtained from profiling the memory hierarchy with synthetic
benchmarks. Estimating x(s) however, presents some inter-
esting problems. Consider the situation where, for a given
number of LLOC misses, all the misses are serviced at level
NLLOC + 1. Then the time taken(and the hence the Toffchip)
would be much less than the case where all the misses go
down to DRAM. We call this the effect of residency. It
seems that it is at least possible, if not expensive, to deter-
mine the value of x(s) exactly by measuring the cache misses
at each level between NLLOC and DRAM and then calculate
a weighted average. But memory hierarchies associated with
modern processors are sophisticated enough to allow signif-
icant overlapping of misses at each level of the hierarchy.
The resulting problem is that the time spent in each level
can no longer be derived from performance events like the
cache misses at each level because the degree of overlapping
of the misses could change the time significantly. This is
called the effect of overlap. To address these issues, we find
the two extreme cases and express both effects, residency
and overlap, by using an off-chip overlap factor θ(s). It will
be seen in this and later sections that residency and overlap
are recurring themes that affect Tonchip and Toffchip in a sig-
nificant manner.

The synthetic benchmarks used, sLLOC+1 and sDRAM , are
shown in Table 1. The lower bound on Toffchip is obtained
from using the application sLLOC+1 because all memory ac-
cesses hit in level NLLOC + 1 and there is no dependence
between the accesses, which allows for maximal overlap.
The number of LLOC misses seen for application sLLOC+1 is
termed xLLOC+1 . The upper bound is obtained from the ap-
plication sDRAM , where all accesses go to DRAM and there
is explicit dependence between the accesses which prevents
overlap. The number of LLOC misses seen for application
sDRAM is termed xDRAM . Figure 2 shows the two synthetic
benchmarks on a platform which has no off-chip caches, so
NLLOC = NLLC . Therefore, since this case merely represents
the presence vs. absence of overlap, the significant effects of
overlap can be seen which clearly cannot be ignored.

The constants xLLOC+1 and xDRAM obtained by profiling
with the synthetic benchmarks are characteristics of only
the memory hierarchy and therefore for any application s,
x(s) is a weighted average of xLLOC+1 and xDRAM :

x(s) = θ(s)xLLOC+1 + (1− θ(s))xDRAM (7)

1Shows which level of the cache the memory accesses hit in.
2Maximal overlap corresponds to completely independent
memory accesses and no overlap to fully dependent ones.

Figure 2: Variation of LLOC misses with Toffchip to show
the effect of overlap with sLLOC+1 and sDRAM

where, θ(s) ∈ [0, 1] is the off-chip overlap factor. From
Equations 6 and 7, we derive:

θ(s) =
x̄LLOC − Toffchip(s)xLLOC+1

Toffchip(s)(xDRAM − xLLOC+1 )
(8)

The off-chip overlap factor is a measure of both the overlap
that exists among the off-chip cache levels and memory as
well as the distribution of accesses hitting in each level.

3.2 Using the Total Instructions Completed
per Second(IPS)

The intuition behind using the total IPS is that it consists
of instructions that were completed on-chip and instruc-
tions(memory accesses) that went off-chip. This is useful
because the instructions executed in the two cases are pro-
portional to the Tonchip and Toffchip respectively. By dividing
the observed IPS into on-chip and off-chip instructions, we
can hope to estimate Tonchip and Toffchip . We point out that
the effects of residency and overlap, as seen before, also make
the estimation of the on-chip and off-chip execution difficult.

To calculate the contribution to the total IPS from the off-
chip execution, ioffchip(s), we follow a similar procedure as
before to obtain the bounds. So iLLOC+1 and iDRAM rep-
resent the IPS for applications sLLOC+1 and sDRAM . We
argue that the off-chip overlap factor θ(s) calculated for
LLOC misses can also be used as the factor in the calcu-
lation of the convex combination of iLLOC+1 and iDRAM ,
since the instructions that contribute to the off-chip execu-
tion of the application are the very same instructions that
were counted as LLOC misses. So had the application s run
with Toffchip(s) = 1, the IPS would have been:

îoffchip(s) = θ(s)iLLOC+1 + (1− θ(s))iDRAM (9)

Therefore the IPS due to off-chip execution for application
s when running normally with Toffchip = Toffchip(s) is:

ioffchip(s) = îoffchip(s)Toffchip(s) (10)

It is not possible to directly measure the contribution to
the observed IPS from on-chip execution. This is because
the exact distribution of the times spent executing on the
CPU and hitting in on-chip caches L1, ..., LNLLOC is difficult
to estimate. Further, even if the hit/miss counts for each



level of the cache hierarchy were known, the overlap between
the misses makes it impossible to measure the times spent
hitting in each level. Therefore, we use benchmarks shown
in Table 1 to establish bounds on Tonchip . The lower bound
on Tonchip will occur when the IPS of the system hits the
peak value ipeak . The upper bound occurs in the case of
application sLLOC where the on-chip execution is entirely
due to memory access instructions that hit in the LLOC
with no overlap of memory accesses, and the IPS in this
case is iLLOC . Therefore for any application s the expected
IPS had it run with Tonchip = 1 would be a weighted average
of ipeak and iLLOC ,

îonchip(s) = λ(s)ipeak + (1− λ(s))iLLOC (11)

where, λ(s) ∈ [0, 1] is the on-chip overlap factor. The contri-
bution to the observed IPS for application s from the on-chip
execution running with Tonchip = Tonchip(s) is:

ionchip(s) = îonchip(s)Tonchip(s) (12)

Also,

ī(s) = ionchip(s) + ioffchip(s) (13)

where ī(s) is the observed IPS for application s. From
Equations 8,10,11,12 and 13 we derive an expression for the
Toffchip of application s:

Toffchip(s) =
x́ (ionchip(s) + iDRAM − ī(s)) + íx̄(s)

ionchip(s)x́+ xDRAM í
(14)

where, x́ = xLLOC+1 − xDRAM and í = iLLOC+1 − iDRAM .
We estimate the bounds on Toffchip by using the fact that
λ(s) ∈ [0, 1]. To calculate the upper bound on Toffchip , we
set λ(s) = 1 (or i(s) = ipeak ) and setting λ(s) = 0 (or
i(s) = iLLOC ) yields the lower bound for the Toffchip . We
use Equation 4 to obtain corresponding Tonchip values and
Equation 5 to evaluate the bounds for degradation.

4. POTENTIAL SAVINGS IN POWER
To determine the utility of a power management strategy,

one must estimate the expected savings in power. One might
expect the system power to decrease with a decrease in P-
state, but the reality is that the topology of the processors
plays a significant part. For example, multi-core platforms,
such as the Xeon 5100 series[6], have hardware logic that
coordinates between the voltage levels requested by each of
the cores on the chip and selects the highest one for the pro-
cessor package. To take into account the topology of system

Processor P-states Power(W)
Package0 Package1

CPU0 CPU1 CPU2 CPU3

P0 P0 P0 P0 267
P0 P2 P0 P2 267
P0 P0 P1 P1 258
P0 P0 P2 P2 252
P1 P1 P1 P1 248
P1 P2 P1 P2 248
P1 P1 P2 P2 242
P2 P2 P2 P2 234

Table 2: System power consumption for some
configurations of P-states.

processors, we profile the system by measuring the system
power for different configurations of the performance states
for the CPUs. Table 2 provides the power profile associ-
ated with different configurations for our platform. We can
see, for instance, that there is no advantage in reducing the
P-state of CPU1 if CPU0 is at a higher P-state. Although
the profiled machine is not very power efficient, the mea-
surements demonstrate the importance of considering the
topology of the system when building performance models.
Power data is obtained using an Extech 380801 power ana-
lyzer which allows for out-of-band measurements.

5. RESULTS
Experimental evaluations are conducted on a dual-core

double-socket Xeon(Woodcrest) processor. The processor
provides three P-states at frequencies 2.67GHz, 2.33GHz
and 2.00GHz. The system has 8GB of memory. The cache
hierarchy consists of a 32KB L1 instruction and data caches
and a 4MB L2 cache. We use benchmarks from the SPEC
CPU2006 suite to evaluate our method. The benchmarks are
selected on the basis of the presence of off-chip execution.
In the absence of or with little off-chip execution the perfor-
mance degradation from decreasing the frequency from f0
to f becomes equal or very close to f0/f − 1 which is easy
to predict. For the selected benchmarks, we estimate the
bounds on performance degradation for the benchmarks by
decreasing the P-state of the CPU from P0 to P1 and P2
and compare the predictions against the actual performance
degradation. The two cases are shown in Figure 3(a) and
Figure 3(b) respectively. It can be seen from the graphs
that the observed degradation for both cases falls within
the predicted bounds for all the benchmarks. This is re-
sult is important for several reasons. Firstly, it validates the
performance degradation prediction model and provides an
upper bound for degradation which may be used for opera-
tion within application SLAs. Secondly, if we compare our
model to linear degradation models where the degradation
is assumed to be equal to f0/f − 1, we see up to 43% re-
duction in the upper bound of the predicted degradation.
Thirdly, the large difference in certain cases(up to 20%) be-
tween the predicted lower and upper bounds implies that
failing to account for the overlap could cause estimation to
be wrong by as much. To calculate the performance/power
metric for DVFS strategies we use the predicted value of
performance degradation with power values obtained from
the power profile generated for the system. This can then
be used for comparison with other strategies.

6. RELATED WORK
DVFS support is now commonly available on most mod-

ern processors. Various policies have been proposed in the
past and these can be divided into static and dynamic poli-
cies depending on when decisions are made. Hsu and Kre-
mer [5] study static compiler techniques while dynamic tech-
niques using DVFS are explored by Wu et al [11], Nathuji et
al [8]. Another approach to dynamically setting DVFS per-
formance levels is to use Performance Monitoring Units(PMU)
to detect when it is possible to achieve sublinear perfor-
mance degradation. This technique has since been imple-
mented on a number of platforms. Bellosa, et al. pioneered
the development of energy models for the XScale architec-
ture [3] and Isci, et al. build per-component power models



(a) f0 = 2.67GHz and f = 2.00GHz (b) f0 = 2.67GHz and f = 2.33GHz

Figure 3: Accuracy of prediction of degradation for CPU2006 benchmarks

based on observed activity [7] for the Pentium 4. Choi,
et al. explored the idea of using on/off-chip execution ra-
tios to effect DVFS strategies [4]. Rajamani, et al. use a
heuristic based on the stalled time per instruction to de-
cide the memory-boundedness of an application [9]. Xie,
et al. propose algorithms to determine the upper bounds
on energy savings [12]. To our knowledge, however, previ-
ous work using on/off-chip execution time ratios to make
DVFS policy decisions either assumes that out-of-order ex-
ecution has minimal impact or directly measures the effect
for simpler cache structures. In contrast, our model quan-
tifies the effects of the overlap using a completely general
cache/memory hierarchy.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
By determining the bounds on performance degradation

associated with power management techniques, it becomes
possible to reduce platform power consumption without com-
promising application SLAs. In this paper, we take steps
towards this goal by constructing a performance degrada-
tion model for DVFS. It differs markedly from previous
models for embedded systems because of the more com-
plex nature of modern server architectures. For instance,
the high degree of overlapping of cache misses(and eventu-
ally memory accesses) makes it difficult to obtain an ex-
act estimate of performance degradation. In response, we
have developed a method that determines bounds on perfor-
mance degradation by using carefully constructed synthetic
benchmarks. Experimental validation with SPEC CPU2006
benchmarks shows that the observed performance degrada-
tion using these benchmarks is always within the predicted
bounds. Further, a decrease of up to 43% is observed when
comparing the predicted upper bound with the degrada-
tion predicted by a linear degradation model. Using the
predicted degradation and the power profile of the system,
which captures characteristics of the topology of the pro-
cessors, it is possible to compute strict bounds on a metric
based on performance/power for a power management strat-
egy that uses DVFS. Our immediate future work concerns
the extension of the performance degradation models shown
in this paper to address other power management strategies,
such as idle power management and those using server con-
solidation. The goal is to determine the best course of action
in power management for each current system configuration
and application. Towards this end, we will also evaluate our
work with realistic, complex data center applications.
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